
THE USE OF IMAGES IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH (Part I) 

As Catholics, we are daily being pummeled with the accusation of being idol or image 

worshippers. Many have seen Catholics as a group of cultic people who, rather than worship God 

Almighty, have substituted Him with all manners of images that supposedly run counter to God’s 

command, especially as stated in Exodus 20:4 “You shall not make yourself a carved image or 

any likeness of anything in heaven above or any on earth beneath or in the waters under the 

earth.” To many, the use of images in the Catholic Church is an abomination and deviation from 

standard Christian practice, or at the least, what should be. In this little discussion, therefore, we 

intend to look at meaning of image, its place in man’s religious character, the context of Exodus 

2:4, and the place of images in Catholic theology.  

ON IMAGES  

On the face value understanding of an image, it is something that depicts or represents something 

other than itself. It is, in most cases, a representation that aids a visual perception of a reality. It 

could come in the forms of painting, photography, sculpture, carving, writing, drawing and the 

likes. In its more abstract form, taken as imagery, especially in the fields of literature and 

philosophy, it stands for a mental picture of whatever appeals to the senses, which is usually a 

close to, or a fair idea of the real thing or person that is represented. As human beings we are 

blessed with many senses - of touch, smell, sight, and hearing - man makes use of his different 

sensory organs to make meaning out of his life, and to connect at various levels with the beings 

in existence, which informs him in making some sensible representations of the most abstract 

aspects of existence in order to be continually aware of their being and significance. In this way, 

the picture of a distant loved one, when beheld, fills some emotional voids; the effigy picture, 

drawing or status of a hero or heroine who once lived and accomplished some salutary acts, can 

evoke some heroic emotions and acts; religious symbols can induce more awareness of divine 

presence and a deeper communion with life- sources. Most times God is conceived in human 

ways, like a being with human features, for fuller meaning and relevance. Man cannot fully live 

without images to bridge the gaps that characterize his existence. The world is now a ‘global 

village’ thanks to encryption of images that aid interpersonal communications.  

 

THE USE OF IMAGES IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH (Part II)  

THE CONTEXT OF EXODUS 20: 4  

 

As we stated in our last lesson, the Bible contains some variations; the context of every 

text determines its meaning and application. And, in many cases, a particular verse or 

phrase in the Bible makes meaning when viewed within the context of other passages 

and texts. The preceding verse of this text under contention, that is, verse 3, reads: “You 



shall have no other gods to rival me,” which clearly shows that the issue was one of 

divided loyalty between Yahweh, who brought them out of Egypt (cf. Ex. 20:1), and the 

other gods the Israelites came in contact with and fell for. Contrary to what many hold, 

the Israelites did not believe in the existence of one God; rather, they believed in the 

existence of many gods, but with one (Yahweh) being more prominent in the order of 

existence. The command was specifically against having the images of other gods, as 

verse 5 adds: “You shall not bow down to them or serve them. For I, Yahweh your God, 

am a jealous God…” It was clearly a command against idolatry, which was very 

rampant among the Israelites.  

History has shown that the Israelites more often resorted to worshipping other gods 

alongside Yahweh, and in a particular and most pronounced instance, when the 

Israelites entered Canaan, which was a fertile land that had its religious practices long 

before the Israelites migrated there, they were amazed by the high level of civilization 

exhibited by the Canaanites; they had no alternative but to adopt the ways of the 

Canaanites, including their cultural practices and fertility cult. At the head of the 

Canaanite religion was El, who was traditionally addressed as “Father,” whose wife 

was known as “Asherah,” with Baal- pictured as a bull and “rider of the clouds”- as 

their prominent son. With time, Baal, which means “Lord” came to be worshipped as 

the most prominent god in Canaan and became exclusively associated with fertility cult. 

The Canaanites represented their gods with images, and saw such images as imitative 

representations of them. While in Canaan, the Israelites joined the Canaanites in the 

worship of Baal, to the extent that some of their children were named after him! Saul, 

the first king of Israel, named his two sons after Baal: Mephibaal and Ishbaal, which 

latter Jewish biblical redactors (editors) changed to Mephibosheth and Ishbosheth, for 

obvious reasons.  

 

THE USE OF IMAGES IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH (Part III)  

THE CHURCH AND THE USE OF IMAGES  
 

As a rational organization and system, the Catholic Church appreciates the significance 

of imagery and symbolism in the place of any religion. Signs and symbols are very 

important attributes of the Church. The early Church extensively made use of images to 

connect with their faith. Driven to catacombs and persecuted for their faith, the faithful 

in the early days of Christianity in Rome hid in caves and catacombs, where they drew 

images of icons of Christianity to sustain their faith and distinguish themselves. Images 

of Christ and other persons in the Bible were usually drawn on the walls of the 

catacombs the faithful used to hide and worship. In those early days, they used many 



images to represent Christ, like the Fish (Ichthys), peacock, Lamb, Chi Rho (a standing 

R that looks like P, with an X symbol in the middle, to denote the Greek alphabets for 

Christ,) in the catacombs to aid worship and to mark their territories. With time, the 

practice of using images of Christ and the saints to aid worship and decorate sacred 

buildings came to be one of the practices of Christianity. St Thomas Aquinas, who tried 

to demonstrate the reasonableness of Christianity in his highly philosophical and 

theological works, taught that images are very useful to the church in that they aid 

worship, instruct the uneducated about the history of the Christian faith and remind 

people of the mystery of the Incarnation.  

The Council of Trent put out a statement on the place of images in the Church thus: 

“The Images of Christ, of the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints are to be 

kept in the churches and due reverence and honour be paid to them; not because it is 

believed that there is any divinity or power in them or anything may be asked from 

them or that any faith may be put in them as the heathens believe, but because the 

honour shown them is referred to the prototypes (persons) which they represent; so 

that, through these images which we kiss and before which we bow with bared heads, 

we worship Christ and honour the saints whose likeness they display.” It is therefore 

apparent that the Catholic Church makes room for images not to worship such as gods, 

which the Bible forbids, but to use same to aid worship and connect with the divine. 

The Israelites who worshipped in the temple adorned with the cherubs and other 

creatures were fully aware that they were not worshipping those creatures, but the 

sacred beings behind them, the angels, which redounded on their ultimate and final 

Cause, GOD. The Catechism of the Catholic Church expresses this further: The 

Christian veneration of images is not contrary to the first commandment which forbids 

idols. Indeed ‘the honour rendered to an image passes to its prototype’, and whoever 

venerates an image venerates the person portrayed in it” (Art. 2132).  

 

THE USE OF IMAGES IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH (Final Part)  

THE CHURCH AND THE USE OF IMAGES Cont.’  

 

Those who kick against veneration of images on the erroneous basis that the Bible is 

against it tend to forget that the Bible itself is an image: it is a graphical representation 

of God’s Words, which every believer values - including those against the use of 

images, without arguing that it is a mere book or pieces of paper cobbled together and 

dotted with ink. They kick against veneration of images, but accept the Cross as symbol 

of Christianity, which is just another image of the prototype Cross; some of them even 



wear chains, bangles and all, that are adorn with the cross (another image of the 

prototype Cross of Calvary). They value and venerate pictures, emblems, stickers, etc. 

of the founders of their denominations, but cannot stand when images of saints and 

icons of the Christian faith are displayed and venerated by the Catholics. In the main, 

the Catholic Church uses images not as idols, but as aids to worship and respect to 

the persons behind those images. It is true that some simple - minded people might 

not know where to draw the line between venerating an image and worshipping it, 

then, abuses non tollit usum (abuse does not take away the usefulness) the Catholic 

Church is against idolatry in any form and draws the faithful’s attention to the fact that 

only God can be given the ultimate worship and adoration. The End. 

 

 

 


